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Compromise reached to combat Phoenix's 
dirty air
Mary Jo Pitzl
The Arizona Republic
Jun. 13, 2007 05:16 PM

A compromise has been struck over a hotly contested air-pollution bill that aims to cut down on particulate and ozone
pollution and avert potentially crippling sanctions from the federal government.

The deal reached Wednesday in the Legislature should be adequate to meet clean-air standards, but the lawmaker
who spearheaded most of the work on Senate Bill 1552 remains unhappy that the bill didn't do more.

"This is the best we can do," Sen. Carolyn Allen, R-Scottsdale, said as she left the meeting. 

Through months of meetings, everyone from homebuilders and road builders to oil companies and the agriculture
community haggled over how much they should contribute to cut down on the levels of coarse particulates that have 
run the Valley afoul of federal clean-air standards. 

Allen said the bill is good, as far as it goes. She wanted to see a clean-burning fuel requirement for the fast-growing
portions of Pinal County imposed year round, instead of the summertime use that was agreed to in the compromise. 

"I don't have a lot of love for Big Oil," she said. "They have been able to convince some members that we don't need
this fuel because they don't have market share."

The Western States Petroleum Association, which represents various fuel providers, argued that the fuel only made
sense for summertime use. Its wintertime application cuts down on carbon monoxide, a pollutant which poses no threat
to Pinal County's air quality, said Susie Stevens, who represents the trade association.

The bill, which could come up for full legislative consideration as early as next week, includes restrictions on leafblower
use, stricter rules for dust control at construction sites, a ban on outdoor burning during high-pollution advisory days, 
and measures to get cities and counties to hold the dust down on unpaved roads, unpaved road shoulders and alleys.

The measures in the bill should cut 10,425 tons of coarse particulates, or PM10, from the Valley's air per year, said Jim
Buster, lobbyist for the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality. And that would get the Valley 80 percent of what
it needs to meet the health-based air standard. The remaining 20 percent should be achieved through measures that 
the Maricopa Association of Governments is working on with local cities and towns.

What do you think?
Post a comment about this article
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Actually, Greg3696, dust in the air is hazardous because the particles are small enough to get past your cilia, tonsils, 
mucous and saliva to get lodged in the lungs and yet they are too large to come back out in the exhalation of breath. So 
they stay in there and contribute to lung disease and heart disease and general poor health. But yes Fumes are also 
dangerous. (Larry7970, June 14, 2007 10:22AM)

I think it is time we start voting for people who are already successful business people. We are asking people to make
decisions for us who are not as informed or as educated as we believe they are or should be. We are no longer a small city.
They may be good at politics, but that doesn’t seem to clear up the air. They mean well and are taking measures that will
not impact major businesses in the valley or hurt someone’s feelings. 

Time for a change. 
(Eric2834, June 14, 2007 07:32AM)

Many buses run on CNG or domestically produced renewable biodiesel. One bus certainly produces far less pollution than 
having those fifty kids individually driven by their parents in any case. As far as idling, there is no reason for that. Many 
states have "no idling" laws, in NYC it is prohibited after three minutes and is enforced. If idling is a problem in AZ then 
perhaps you need an idling law too.(daver4872, June 14, 2007 07:20AM)

Who is going to pay to pave the shoulders in Apache Junction? 
How is it possible for hardpack dirt and pea gravel get airborn? 
How is natural dirt bad for one's health? 
Dirt is not poisonous. 
Fumes from gasoline engines are poisionous.(Greg3696, June 14, 2007 07:19AM)

Western States Petroleum Association a.k.a Western States Polluters Association(Fred (Fred1929), June 14, 2007 07:14AM)

Yes of course i understand.. valley metro busses that run COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS pollute just as much as your hummer 
that gets 4 miles to the gallon. makes perfect sense. 

When will you idiots realize the reason that they want to cut down on the crap in the air is BECAUSE they cant control the 
monsoons. (which by the way actuall help to clean the air. Anyone who has ever worked down town and been able to look 
out a window and see the mountains after a storm can tell you that.) you idiots are just clueless.(Unknown1741, June 14, 
2007 06:15AM)

Freeway and roads' pollution? How about tour and school buses? They pull up to a building to wait for passengers and let 
their motors idle for up to an hour. How about trucks? How about Valley Metro buses arriving at side streets waiting to go 
into terminals? How about private cars waiting in parking lots of malls idling their motors while a passenger goes in to shop?

They need to keep their a/c running? In the fall, winter, & spring?(Liz4578, June 14, 2007 05:47AM)

I for one and thrilled that they are making it illegal to blow garbage from private property onto public roadways. That was 
the one of the most selfish acts I have ever witnessed on a regular basis.(Ri1144, June 14, 2007 04:25AM)

You mean your getting ready to harass the little people of Phoenix. Look out people your taxes are going up.The Legislature 
at it's best....Wanna bet?(George2741, June 13, 2007 10:35PM)

Why can't you politicians understand that unless you limit the growth in the valley none of these ridiculous measures will 
help. So let's see now, I'll have to get and provide training for my employees on how to use a leaf blower?? Will they get a 
leaf blower license? Can they be "pulled over" while operating a leaf blower, to check for proper paperwork and training 
certifications? Do you politicians hear how stupid this all sounds? It's too late to limit the growth of the valley. All of the 
greedy developers have seen to that. Maybe the answer to dust control is to pave over the whole desert? Where's the "dust 
police" when these big monsoon type dust storms roll in out of the southeast valley? Guess you can't fine/penalize mother 
nature huh??? Sure is easy to go after the ATV rider or the "unlicensed" leaf blower operator! It's a desert you dummies!! 
There's dust and particulate matter in a desert that gets picked up by the blowing winds. And these people are in charge of 
running this city and making laws? Shame...Shame...Shame... (Jon2140, June 13, 2007 10:18PM)

Jake Flake is standing up for the helpless home builders and other big polluters. Didn't we lose millions of federal $s due in 
part to Flake's unwillingness to fight polluters? Way to go senator! That'll show em! 

http://www.cactusjuice.com/blogs/archive/2007/02/08/Senator-Jake-Flake-Opposes-Getting-Tough-on-Air-Pollution.aspx
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It's nice to see a politician who's not afraid of lung cancer or asthma or the myriad of other increased health threats we face 
due to our polluted environment.(Fred (Fred1929), June 13, 2007 09:51PM)

Yeah, 

Like leaf blowers are going to do anything for pollution. They have got to be totally goofy. 

How do you think these polliticians get their yards cleaned and the parking lots were the work cleaned, by brooms???? 

Stop the uncontrolled growth in the valley and get rid of the HOV lanes, that will help curb pollution. 

That won't happen, too many special interest groups with too much money.(Eric2834, June 13, 2007 09:37PM)


